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 It is well known that members of inflection paradigms may show unexpected phonological 
similarity, creating exceptions to general phonological processes (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 
1977; Kiparsky 1978). Approaches based on Output-Output Faithfulness (Kenstowicz 1997; 
Steriade 2000; McCarthy 2005) derive this similarity using special faithfulness constraints that 
hold only among paradigmatically related surface forms. Stratal approaches, on the other hand 
(Bermúdez-Otero 2011), account for this similarity using input-output faithfulness to interme-
diate steps in the derivation. Under the latter approach, what distinguishes paradigmatically re-
lated forms from other strings is that faithfulness constraints may be promoted partway through 
the derivation, effectively “turning off” the process. In this paper, I present new data from a 
paradigm uniformity effect in Lakhota (Siouan; Dakotan sub-branch) that cannot be analyzed 
using faithfulness to intermediate forms. The reasons are simple: (1) the necessary intermediate 
form does not seem to exist, and (2) even if it did, later stages in the derivation would require 
faithfulness to be too low to have any lasting effect on the output. Furthermore, paradigm uni-
formity targets a property that is never contrastive in any language, raising the question of 
whether any IO-Faith constraint should ever be able to preserve it. I argue instead that the facts 
follow naturally from an account that incorporates OO-Faithfulness for phonetic properties.  
 In all Dakotan dialects, stops and affricates contrast for aspiration and ejection: ka ‘there’ 
vs. kʰa ‘to mean’ vs. k’a ‘to dig’. The phonetic quality of aspiration varies considerably be-
tween and within dialects, and it is realized sometimes with velar frication (kˣa) and sometimes 
with glottal frication (kʰa) (Ullrich 2008, p. 6). In the Lakhota dialect, both are employed, with 
the distribution determined primarily by the following vowel. Ullrich (2008, pp. 697–8) states 
that “[t]he two types of aspirated stops occur in complementary distribution and never contrast 
in meaning.” Nevertheless, because the difference in frication noise is contrastive for fricatives 
(/x/ vs. /h/), he transcribes them differently. Inspection of dictionary entries involving aspirated 
stops reveal the distribution in (1), favoring velar frication before non-high vowels, especially 
when back. (The vowel transcribed as [ũ] is actually realized partway between [ũ] and [õ].)  

(1) Velar vs. glottal aspiration in Lakhota  

pʰi pʰĩ pʰu   tʰi tʰĩ tʰu   kʰi kʰĩ kʰu  
pˣe  pˣo pˣũ  tʰe/tˣe  tˣo tˣũ  kʰe  kˣo kˣũ 
  pˣa pˣã    tˣa tˣã    kˣa kˣã 

 This distribution is productively enforced, and can be illustrated by placing the same mor-
pheme in different following contexts. Lakhota generally bans codas, but it is possible to vary 
the following context by placing morphemes in certain syntactic contexts, where the final 
vowels of certain morphemes are deleted, as in (2). When this happens, the quality of aspira-
tion is determined by the quality of the following vowel, respecting the distribution in (1).  

(2) Readjustment of aspiration quality depending on the following vowel  

/makha/ ‘earth’ + /a-máni/ ‘APPL-walk’ makxámani ‘travel on foot’ 
 + /itʃú/ ‘take’  makhítʃu ‘take up land, settle’ 
 + /eglakĩjã/ makheɡlakĩjã ‘across the earth (adv.)’ 
/napha/ ‘flee’ + /ijája/ ‘leave’ [naphíjaja] ‘leave a place fleeing’ 

Certain stem-final vowels also show paradigmatic [a]∼ [e]∼ [ĩ] alternations, in a process known 
as ablaut: [sapa] ∼ [sape] ∼ [sapĩ] ‘black’. The distribution in (1) leads us to expect that aspi-
rated stops have velar aspiration before [a], dorsal before [ĩ], and variable realization before [e] 
(depending on place of articulation). However, aspiration is always velar before ablaut vowels: 



(3) Paradigm uniformity under ablaut  

 ‘hit’ ‘try to do’ ‘tell the truth’ 
3sg+PROG apˣa-hã ijutˣa-hã witʃakˣa-hã 
3sg+NEG apˣe-ʃni ijutˣe-ʃni witʃakˣe-ʃni 
3sg+EMPH apˣe-xtʃa ijutˣe-xtʃa witʃakˣe-xtʃa 
3sg+FUT apˣĩ-kte ijutˣĩ-kte witʃakˣĩ-kte 

The preservation of velar frication is problematic for a stratal account. First, it is not clear what 
intermediate stage of the derivation would be responsible for conditioning velar aspiration in 
forms like [apˣe-ʃni] or [apˣĩ-kte], since these forms do not contain the back vowel that would 
ordinarily condition it. One possibility is that these forms really do contain [apˣa] at some stage 
of the derivation; another possibility is that they simply contain [apˣ], and velar aspiration is 
the default realization when non-prevocalic. Although there is no direct support for either 
claim, let us assume for the sake of argument that the context is indeed present to derive inter-
mediate [apˣ]. Then, an IO-IDENT constraint for aspiration quality must be promoted in order to 
preserve this quality. However, the forms in (2) show that this is unworkable: even if IO-
IDENT(asp) is ranked highly at some point in the derivation, it must be demoted again at the 
phrasal level, so that the quality of aspiration can once again between determined by the fol-
lowing vowel context. However, this later evaluation would obliterate intermediate [apˣ], and 
thus fails to predict paradigm uniformity. 
 A second argument against the stratal approach comes from the fact that the putative IO- 
IDENT constraint must preserve the dorsal or glottal quality of aspiration. As far as I have been 
able to establish, this phonetic distinction has not been documented to be contrastive in any 
language, which raises the question why its effects are only seen in cases of paradigm uni-
formity, and never basic contrasts. 
 Both of these problems are circumvented in an approach in which OO-Faith demands that 
inflected forms be faithful to a privileged base form. Converging evidence from several dis-
tinct cases of over- and underapplication indicate that the base of Lakhota verb paradigms is a 
form that ends in the ablaut vowel [a], which should condition velar aspiration. This quality is 
then carried over to other inflected forms by BASE-IDENT(frication), as in (4). Additionally, I 
argue that by distinguishing different dimensions of faithfulness (IO vs OO), we gain some 
insight into why aspiration quality can be preserved paradigmatically, but not as a lexical con-
trast. Following Flemming (2008) and Steriade (2008), I argue that the these dimensions are 
driven by opposing forces: lexical contrasts should be perceptually maximally distinct, while 
allomorphs should be minimally distinct. This principle may preclude constraints such as IO- 
IDENT(frication quality) from CON altogether, or at least make it very unlikely that they will be 
satisfied. OO-IDENT, on the other hand, may freely targets such properties, since they contrib-
ute to detailed similarity that helps to make allomorphs readily identifiable. This distinction is 
unavailable in an approach that eschews different dimensions of Faithfulness. 

(4) Misapplication of aspiration quality  

/apʰa-he/ Base-Ident(fric) *Cˣ/[+hi,…] *Cʰ 
 a. apʰahe   *! 
☞ b. apˣahe    

 
/apʰĩ-kte/ Base-Ident(fric) *Cˣ/[+hi,…] *Cʰ 
 a. apʰĩkte *!  * 
☞ b. apˣĩkte  *  

 


